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When I watch the news in the evening or read the news in the morning, I sometimes think that the 
patients have taken over the asylum when it comes to Quebec provincial politics, and we just sit around 
on our cynical rear ends and let it happen.

We have a province with:

The highest tax rates; the largest debt; the stench of corruption between politicians and contractors 
brought on by the PQ’s municipal merger policy; the poorest economy; a crumbling transportation 
infrastructure, where the right hand does not know what the left hand is doing, so they put up more 
cones!; a crumbling water infrastructure; a broken health system where people wait for vital tests for 
months and years, lie in gurneys in hallways, hospitals have unused operating rooms and beds 
because of a shortage of staff, but foreign doctors and specialists are blocked from being licensed; they 
cut hospital budgets, but there are no family doctors; they cut education budgets, but freeze tuition for 
students to get their vote; we have the highest high school dropout rate; our best and brightest, both 
francophone and anglophone, move out of the province to find jobs; it takes five years to investigate a 
child’s shooting by police in a park.

As well, the OQLF is the laughing stock of the world and fodder for late night comedians; our young 
population gets more and more obese because of indifference to what they are fed; our elderly are 
treated like flotsam, after having given to this province all their lives.

All this, and Madame Marois and her technocrats do not like the rich stew that modern Quebec has 
become, and would prefer that everyone become boiled oats.

So they will now legislate what we wear in public and how we express ourselves and our culture to the 
outside world. Very important!

The two exceptions are the cross atop Mount Royal and the crucifix in the National Assembly.

I think that the PQ’s recent slogan “Un Québec pour tous” should be changed to “Un Québec pour 
nous!”

And we know who the “nous” are, don’t we?

Irwin Browns

Montreal
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